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Recreational four-person sculling boats

Rowers : 75 € with accommodation, 1 night, 1 meal
35 € without accommodation, 1 meal
Companions : 65 € with accommodation, 1 night, 1 meal
25 € without accommodation, 1 meal
35 seats available, 15 €

GRAVELINES AVIRON 03 28 23 36 03
Arnaud Blocklet / 06 01 43 20 49 
descentedelaa@gmail.com
PARA-ROWING  
Arnaud Blocklet / 06 01 43 20 49 
blocklet.arnaud@gmail.com

DUNKERQUE TOURISME   
03 28 26 27 28
MAIRIE GRAVELINES 
03 28 23 59 00 

ROWING DOWN  
THE AA

PROVISIONAL PLANNING 
Possibility of discovering Gravelines, evening meal free then 
night at the accommodation center.
On Sunday morning, boat preparation on the departure spot  
in Houlle for a launching at about 9.30 AM, then a 4-km tour  
on the Houlle river to Watten before joining the Aa river, first  
on the large gauge canal, then 2 km further away, on a wilder 
part to Gravelines.
Each crew will be given a souvenir from the North region.
Non-rowers can bike and follow the tour (bikes not provided).

Rowing down the Aa river is a 25-km tour from Houlle to 
Gravelines. You will depart from the Houlle river within the 

Audomarois marsh. The Bistade drawbridge is lifted to the 
sound of horns when boats are passing, attracting many an 
onlooker. The rowers will be able to admire the fauna (mallard 
ducks, herons, swans …) and flora all along the journey down 
the small river. The tour will be ended by a friendly drink and a 
meal taken within the Gravelines Aviron club, the premises of 
which are located on the edge of the Olympic rowing arena.
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